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This file offers activities and topics to be explored in class, 
based on the theme of broadcasting the Olympic Games.

It can be adapted to fit the age of the pupils and the time 
available. Variations are proposed for some of the questions.

Links with the schooL curricuLum

This file is mainly of interest for teaching branches linked 
to the media and history.

other educationaL resources

For optimum preparation, we invite you to refer to the 
teaching tools on the Olympic Museum website:

www.olympic.org/education (“teaching resources”)

Files on the Olympic Games, for teachers:

www.olympic.org/assets/tom_2013/Visit/schools/
tom_teaching_list/enG_the_main_olympique_ 
topics.pdf

Other teaching resources are available on the website, 
covering various topics linked to the Olympic Games and 
to sport in general.

A virtual visit of the media section within the permanent 
exhibition is also available here:

olympicjourney.olympic.org/?l=en#/en/media/317
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exercises

a

Mark the important dates in the history of the media on a 
diagram and discuss these in class.

How long have television and radio existed? Are there still people alive 
today who lived in a house with no television and no colour television? 
With no telephone? With no mobile phone? Are there people in the world 
without access to the Internet? What must you have to be connected?

The necessary equipment, a power supply, etc.

B

Stress the recent nature of these technological develop-
ments, the early days of the Internet and mobile phones, 
and the evolution of smartphones and tablets. Discuss the 
possibilities of accessing information that these develop-
ments offer. What are the advantages and disadvantages?

Ability to be informed and connected at all times, but the 
information is brief, incomplete or even false, danger of 
becoming addicted to the Internet through overuse, fear 
of “missing” something by not being connected, need to 
find out more detailed information through the television 
news, the press and background articles.

c

What changes have taken place in the way the media are 
consumed?

How did people get their information in the 1920s, 20 years ago and today? 
What is the style of the commentary in the cinema newsreels compared 
with today’s TV news programmes? How do the pupils consume the media? 
Social media? What do they use them for? Do they listen to the radio? 
Do they read newspapers? Where and how do they get their information, 
and using which technology? How do they deal with the vast number 
of information sources available and establish their reliability? How do 
they make the most of these sources? What are the advantages of using 
this particular medium? How many mobile phones, radios, televisions, 
computers or tablets do they have at home? Which events bring them 
together as a family or as a group of friends around a television? Does 
sport bring people together? What is the main difference between the 
cinema newsreels and television?

One is intended for a large group of people, the other for a small number 
of people at home.

d

Present various film techniques and technical terms (see 
references and web links at the end of the document), so 
that the pupils possess the appropriate vocabulary. Cover 
the notions of types of shot, sequences, camera angle, 
subjective and objective camera, image composition, 
slow motion and sound, voices and sound effects, and 
soundtracks. Get the pupils to pay close attention during 
the film show.

e

Detail the stages of producing a film, in particular post- 
production and editing.

Compare what is (or was) done with rolls of film.

What are the editing constraints from developing a film 
compared with digital photography?

Digital photography allows you to send data immediately, 
edit and broadcast. You can also watch programmes 
after they are shown on modern televisions, listen to radio 
broadcasts later thanks to podcasts, etc. Stress also what 
has changed in cinemas with the move from film reels to 
digital images.

The media and technological developments

activity 1
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exercises

a

Discuss how the Olympic Games have been covered from 
ancient times to the present day (from pottery to television). 
You can refer to the Olympic Museum documentation on the Ancient 
Games. www.olympic.org/Assets/TOM_2013/Visit/Schools/TOM_teach-
ing_list/ENG_antiquity.pdf

Discuss the impact on the public of broadcasting sport depending on the 
medium, and the influence of the sports commentator. How much room 
does radio give to the imagination compared with television? What is the 
difference between reading a book and seeing its screen adaptation at 
the cinema? How do the pupils feel about the concept of star presenters? 
How does this compare with the depersonalisation of the information you 
find on the Internet, with tweets, alerts, etc.?

B

What is the effect of having OBS (Olympic Broadcasting 
Services) filming all the competitions?

The IOC set up Olympic Broadcasting Services (OBS) in 2001 
to perform the role of permanent host broadcaster for the 
Olympic Games, thereby removing the need to recreate 
the broadcast structure for each edition of the Games. 
OBS is responsible for providing the international radio and 
television signals of the Games to all the rights-holding 
broadcasters around the world.

Divide the pupils into small groups and ask each group to 
produce a list of everything needed …

… to show images at a later date?

Total neutrality of the images, with no favouritism for any 
athlete or country, the national element being added only 
at the moment of broadcast, in terms of which events are 
shown and the role of the commentator, which plays a 
huge part in how the event is perceived…

… in the production phase?

Control of the image by OBS; the focus on capturing every 
detail of the competitions by using ultra-perfected systems; 
use of state-of-the-art technology, precision cameras which 
capture every detail of each movement, mikes and recording 
equipment in the right places.

… for the audience?

Creates the impression of being at the heart of the 
action, sharing in the celebrations and the winner’s 
delight from the comfort of your own armchair

c

Do a sports commentary exercise by choosing an extract 
of a competition.

E.g. finish of a cycle race or a 100 m hurdles, an attacking move in a 
football match, etc. being sure to mute the sound.

The pupils take it in turns to commentate on the extract. Each pupil is 
recorded so that their performances can be compared and assessed, and 
the strong and weak points noted.

What is difficult about doing a live commentary?

What are the qualities a person needs for doing live 
commentary?

The commentator must be quick, concise and very well 
informed, as well as being good at improvisation, etc.

Media coverage of the Olympic Games

activity 2
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exercises

a

Practical exercise to produce a brief clip lasting 2 or 3 
minutes.

Think up a scenario, with simple action allowing for at least 
five camera angles and types of shot.

Tracking shot, close-up, long shot, etc. The scenario can be as abstract as 
possible, to allow total freedom in the post-production stage.

Create editing teams formed of small groups of pupils to 
create a short film from the rushes.

They are free to choose whatever soundtrack they want, but there must 
be at least one voice-off.

Present the results in class and discuss the different impres-
sions these films make, making sure they discuss the editing 
aspects, rhythm and transitions, as well as the use of sound 
and commentary (in terms of both content and form).

B

Present the Orson Welles war of the worlds radio broadcast 
on 30 October 1938, and play an extract. → see page 5

Discuss how much the listeners supposedly believed that 
the events in the broadcast were really happening, and the 
reaction of the press to this new medium.

The newspapers’ reaction was to undermine the credibility 
of radio so as to avoid losing readers; it would seem that the 
panic generated was not as great as the stories describe.

How can you decide how reliable the information we receive 
is, whatever the medium?

You need to use your critical faculties, identify and cross-
check sources, etc.

activities for 
exploring further
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resources linked to olympic Games broadcasting

www.obs.tv
www.olympic.org/museum/interactive-documentary/
broadcasting/

Lexicon of technical film terms

www.shea.mit.edu/ramparts/commentaryguides/
glossary/filmlexicon.htm

history of the media

Press

www.historyworld.net/wrldhis/Plaintexthistories.
asp?Paragraphid=kck

www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
history_of_newspapers_and_magazines

Cinema

www.britannica.com/art/history-of-the-motion-picture

Television

www.cybercollege.com/frtv/frtv024.htm

Telephony

www.telephonymuseum.com/telephone%20history.htm

Mobile telephony

www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/history_of_mobile_phones

www.uky.edu/~jclark/mas490apps/history%20of%20
mobile%20telephony.pdf

World Wide Web

www.webfoundation.org/about/vision/
history-of-the-web/

Social media

www.digitaltrends.com/features/
the-history-of-social-networking/

www.smallbiztrends.com/2013/05/the-complete- 
history-of-social-media-infographic.html

Radio

www.personal.psu.edu/jtk187/art2/radio.htm

www.transition.fcc.gov/omd/history/radio/documents/
short_history.pdf

Photography

www.britannica.com/technology/photography

stages of film production

www.slideshare.net/
harrisryan34/12-stages-of-film-making

www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filmmaking

teacher resource: how to write sport live text 
commentaries

www.bbc.co.uk/schoolreport/17874384

suggested film and document material

Sports newsreel, cinematic news

www.youtube.com/watch?v=atxyZfnlw_e

Orson Welles War of the Worlds Complete Radio 
Broadcast

www.youtu.be/Xs0k4apwl4g

“War of the Worlds”: Behind the 1938 Radio Show Panic

www.news.nationalgeographic.com/
news/2005/06/0617_050617_warworlds.html
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related school disciplines and topics

media, images and information  
and communications technology

Look at various approaches to the consumption and produc-
tion of the media and information by studying the outward 
manifestations of the “information and communication 
society” plus some of its consequences, looking at still and 
moving images using the grammar of images, identifying 
the different media, distinguishing between different types 
of messages and understanding the issues, checking the 
information received through the media and producing it 
using the same methods.

english

Produce various types of oral texts adapted to statement 
situations, by organising the hierarchical structure and the 
progression of the ideas to produce it, making use of our 
knowledge and relying on various information sources to 
produce the content.

history and Geography

Make use, in situ, of the research tools and practices appro-
priate to human and social science issues, placing facts in 
their historical and geographical context, formalising and 
communicating the result of our research in meaningful 
situations.

history

Analyse the collective organisation of human societies here 
and elsewhere through time, analysing and comparing 
historical issues and the current and past ways of dealing 
with these, making critical use of multiple document sources, 
distinguishing historical facts from how they are represented 
in written works and the media.

Visual arts

Represent and express an idea, an imagining, an emotion, 
a perception in different artistic languages by inventing, 
producing and composing images, freely chosen or as 
instructed, using different types of image-processing 
technology.

Analyse sensory perceptions by comparing and analysing 
works, using our feelings, taking into account the different 
forms of visual language.

Living together and exercising democracy

Recognise the differences in other people and place these 
in their cultural, historical and social context, looking for 
the reasons for these differences and the resemblances 
between different cultural contexts.

interdependences  
(social, economic and environmental)

Analyse some of the consequences, at home and in other 
countries, of a global economic system, studying the evolu-
tion in cultural references and practices based on changes 
to the population, exchanges and the media.

identity

Explain our reactions and behaviour based on the groups we 
belong to and the situations we have experienced, analysing 
the effects of various influences (fashion, peers, the media, 
advertising, etc.), taking a critical look at these, identifying 
our learning strategies and expanding our repertoire.

natural sciences

Analyse natural phenomena and technologies using the 
normal methods of experimental sciences, acquiring the 
necessary knowledge in physics and chemistry, using a 
model to explain and/or predict a natural phenomenon 
or the functioning of a technical object.
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